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Hazelmere Enterprise Area Draft Structure Plan

1The Western Australian Planning Commission’s Kewdale Hazelmere Integrated Master 
Plan (2006) identified the need for further detailed land use planning for the Hazelmere 
area. The Department of Planning and City of Swan have partnered to prepare the 
Hazelmere Enterprise Area Structure Plan. 

Hazelmere Enterprise Area (HEA) is ideally located for industrial development due to 
access to Roe Highway and Tonkin Highway. Uncertainty over some key infrastructure 
issues has restricted development.

Without a Structure Plan, development uncertainty will remain, infrastructure 
provision will be haphazard, land use conflict will continue and environmental and 
traffic issues are likely to be exacerbated. 

Optimising the potential of Hazelmere also is critical to address the significant 
shortage of industrial land in the wider Perth metropolitan area.

This Structure Plan presents a new approach to unlock HEA’s full potential, to 
strengthen its regional role as a logistics hub and foster local employment growth. 

The HEA Structure Plan provides the basis and way forward to embed sustainability, 
functionality and flexibility over time. 

Sustainability

An overarching principle of this  structure plan is to contribute to reducing the 
ecological footprint of the city. By optimising employment generating uses within this 
established area, HEA can benefit from the readily available infrastructure and 
workforce. This will improve movement efficiencies of products and workforce over 
time, relative to other industrial sites in other more peripheral locations.

HEA Structure Plan seeks to simultaneously facilitate appropriate industrial growth 
whilst protecting sensitive wetlands, ground and surface water and surrounding 
residents. The Structure Plan proposes an integrated development which capitalises 
on the site’s natural characteristics. The plan seeks to stimulate appropriate market 
driven growth and infrastructure improvements. 

Functionality 

The lack of infrastructure particularly in relation to district roads, sewer and drainage 
network remains a fundamental issue in developing a coordinated and integrated 
approach to planning in HEA. Delivery of the appropriate infrastructure is proposed 
through the provision and staged progression of redevelopment in the area.  

Flexibility

Market analysis has highlighted that the larger lots available in HEA fulfil a significant 
gap in the current industrial land sector. The difficulties associated with providing 
sewer in HEA have restricted the subdivision of larger lots and have inadvertently 
secured HEA as a major freight transport hub and a land bank for the future. 

It is reasonable to expect that as key infrastructure is developed (i.e. Lloyd Street), 
pressure to intensify land activities will increase. Strategies embedded within this plan 
facilitate the protection of larger lots for the short to medium term. This is achieved by 
encouraging appropriate redevelopment in the buffer areas, retention of large lots at 
the core, until such time that expansion of sewer infrastructure progresses towards 
the core of the area. This will enable HEA to mature and evolve into a more intensive 
industrial precinct over time. 

Process

Preparation of the Structure Plan has involved ongoing consultation with key 
government stakeholders, analysis of desktop data and site investigations by the 
project team, comprising urban design and town planning, engineering and traffic, 
water and environmental management. 

The outcome of this process is a structure plan that optimises Hazelmere in a 
sustainable way, so it responds to the sensitive environmental features and the 
surrounding residential areas.

The Hazelmere Enterprise Area Structure Plan has been prepared to provide a 
structural framework that will guide planning and decision making towards the vision 
for the future.

Supporting Documents

The preparation of this structure plan has been underpinned by the following technical 
reports:

 _District Stormwater Management Strategy
 _Helena River Foreshore Definition
 _Transport and Civil Planning Report
 _Surface and Groundwater Monitoring Report

 The principles and recommendations of these studies are reflected in this Structure 
Plan and are also summarised in the appendices. Complete copies of the report may 
be viewed by contacting the Department of Planning or City of Swan.

Structure of this Document

The report is divided into nine sections (including this Summary). Following this 
section, the report is structured as follows:

1. Vision and Purpose
Articulates the Vision for the project and describes the ultimate purpose of the 
Structure Plan.
2. Site Description
Identifies the Structure Plan area location and describes the Hazelmere Enterprise 
Area as it currently exists.
3. Strategic Context
Describes the historic and current strategic planning that has an influence on the 
project.
4. Planning Framework
Describes the existing statutory planning framework that affects the Hazelmere 
Enterprise Area.
5. Consultation
Outlines the consultation process undertaken that has informed the Structure Plan.
6. HEA District Structure Plan
Details the key elements that combine to form the Structure Plan.
7. Precincts
Describes the rationale, site characteristics, land use intent and development 
requirements for each of the nine precincts.
8. Implementation
Describes the necessary steps to implement the recommendations of the Structure 
Plan.

01 Summary
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02 Vision and Purpose

Figure 1. Vision for Hazelmere Enterprise Area.  (Note: this is not the formal structure plan for the site)
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02 Vision and Purpose

Figure 2. The relationship this District Structure Plan to other planning processes. 

2.1_Vision

Vision Statement:

Hazelmere Enterprise Area will become an inter-regional transport hub that integrates 
logistics infrastructure with digital communication in a dynamic business-focussed 
location.

Regional ecological assets will be enhanced by connecting the Helena River and 
Hazelmere Lakes with a network of landscaping, stormwater management and 
infrastructure corridors to ultimately improve the water quality through an integrated 
swale system; improving a quality environment for workers and surrounding residents. 

Figure 1. illustrates the vision for the Hazelmere Enterprise Area (HEA). This image provides the 
preferred strategic direction on which the HEA Structure Plan has been based. This vision is 
subject to more detailed investigations as detailed in Section 07 - HEA Structure Plan. 

2.2_Purpose

Typically, the role of a structure plan at this level is to set a broad land use framework and 
principles to guide future development. Minor variations from the Strategic Hazelmere 
Enterprise Area Structure Plan may therefore result from more detailed planning of specific 
sites through the Scheme amendment and local strcuture planning processes.

The HEA Structure Plan however, is primarily a strategic District Structure Plan. It has been 
prepared in accordance with Part 5A – of the City of Swan’s Local Planning Scheme No.17 and 
the provisions of the Model Scheme Text (Western Australian Planning Commission). 

There are a number of areas where more detailed site investigations are required 
before any presumption about rezoning or development potential can be made. Accordingly, 
this Structure Plan defines the extent of those areas that warrant more detailed Local Structure 
Plans and identifies the design and development principles that should be adhered to in 
future work.  

There are also certain locations within HEA that are less constrained. These areas have 
the potential to be considered for rezoning as a result of this structure plan. 

Figure 2 illustrates the district level of this plan relative to further work including local 
structure plans, rezoning, development application and subdivision. 
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03 Site Description

Figure 3. HEA Aerial Photo (2009)
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03 Site Description

3.1_Location
HEA is located 15 kilometres from the city and is linked by two major roads, the Great 
Eastern Highway Bypass and Roe Highway. HEA is immediately north east of Perth 
Airport and south of Midland Town Centre (Figure 4). The study area totals 1241 
hectares, of which, 232 (ha) (or 18.7%) is currently zoned for industrial purposes under 
the Metropolitan Region Scheme (MRS).

3.2_Land Ownership
Roe Highway and the Great Eastern Bypass define the study area into three distinct 
areas.  

The central area is bounded by the Helena River to the north, freight rail to the west, 
Great Eastern Bypass to the south and Roe Highway to the east. It contains the existing 
industry zone, rural and rural residential lots adjacent to the Hazelmere residential 
area. Land is predominantly held in private ownership. 

The southern area is bounded by edge of City of Swan local government boundary, 
federal land and Roe Highway and Great Eastern Bypass. It extends into the Shire of 
Kalamunda only where land falls under federal government planning control. Westralia 
Airport Corporation (WAC) lease area for Commonwealth Government land which has 
almost been completely developed. The remaining portion of the precinct is 
predominantly in private ownership. 

The eastern area is located on the eastern side of Roe Highway. The Department of 
Defence controls a ‘Bushmead site’ which represents the majority of the area, with 
large areas of recognised quality bushland. The Department has recently sold a 
portion of the Bushmead site to private enteprise, with a view to potential development 
of this site for residential purposes. 

3.3_Existing Land Use
The study area involves a mix of various land uses including:

 _Industrial uses (warehousing, transport depots, logistics and brickworks)
 _Rural and Rural-Residential uses 
 _Residential uses (rural-residential and caravan parks) 
 _Environmentally sensitive areas of Hazelmere Lakes, Helena River and extensive 
areas of remnant vegetation 
 _WAC industrial land and the Department of Defence (driver training facilities). 

Figure 4. HEA’s regional location 
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04 Strategic Context

4.1_History
The region is known to have been used by the indigenous people. The historical 
inhabitants of the area are the Nyungah people, who have used the Helena River and 
Hazelmere Lakes area for food and water. 

A search of the Department of Indigenous Affairs (DIA) database has confirmed that 
historical presence and activity of the Nyungah people with 31 Aboriginal sites being 
listed within the Hazelmere study area, and a further five located on the site boundary. 
The study area and location of sites are identified within Appendix B.

The Hazelmere area also has a history of stocking paddocks and other agricultural 
activities. These activities made the most of being nearby the Midland (Junction) 
Abattoir, north of Helena River, operating in the early 1900’s. A history of agriculture, 
landfill and cattle yard use has left Hazelmere cleared, with fragmented semi-rural 
sized lots. The land is mostly waterlogged, poorly serviced, and contains some 
contaminated sites.

Whilst there is a history of planning in Hazelmere, the most recent mining boom 
accelerated industrial growth and has highlighted significant servicing and 
environmental constraints.

Hazelmere Land Use Strategy (1992)

The Hazelmere Land Use Strategy identified a large industrial area (approximately 
270 ha) north and south of the Great Eastern Highway Bypass (Figure 6). The area north 
of the bypass was rezoned in the Metropolitan Region Scheme for industry in 1992. A 
rural residential buffer formed part of a buffer. 

Westralia Airports Corporation has continued to develop the Airport land south of the 
Great Eastern Bypass for industry under the federal government planning system.

Figure 5. A typical view within the Hazelmere core industrial area, showing the power sub station in the background
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04 Strategic Context

4.2_Historic Strategic Planning for HEA

Hazelmere Land Use Strategy (1992)

The Hazelmere Land Use Strategy identified a large industrial area (approximately 
270ha) north and south of the Great Eastern Highway Bypass (Figure 6). The area north 
of the bypass was rezoned in the Metropolitan Region Scheme for industry in 1992. A 
rural residential buffer formed part of a buffer. 

Westralia Airports Corporation has continued to develop the Airport land south of the 
Great Eastern Bypass for industry under the federal government planning system.

Town Planning Scheme No.15

A Draft Guided Development Scheme No.15 (TPS No.15) (Figure 7) and a corresponding 
developer contributions scheme sought to coordinate development. However, strong 
landowner opposition and Council’s financial exposure to prefund major infrastructure 
made the scheme untenable and permanently stalled implementation. 

Without a formalised district planning framework and workable developer 
contributions plan, provision of essential infrastructure remains a challenge.

Kewdale-Hazelmere Integrated Masterplan (2006)

The Kewdale-Hazelmere Integrated Masterplan (KHIM) represents the most recent 
strategic plan (Figure 8). KHIM involved an extensive consultation process and 
recognised the importance of Hazelmere as a location ideal for the freight industry in 
Perth and Western Australia.

Recommendations R37 and R38 stated that “structure planning for [the] Hazelmere 
precinct, including [the] proposed industrial land south of [the] Great Eastern Highway 
Bypass and identified rural areas” is required.

KHIM recognises that although the area is surrounded by existing residential 
communities, there is significant development pressure from freight and logistics 
industries. Further, the KHIM supported investigations into the Midland freight rail 
realignment and the construction of the Lloyd Street extension, which are discussed in 
the Services section of this report.

Figure 6. Hazelmere Land Use Strategy (1992) Figure 7. Town Planning Scheme No.15 (1992-2000) Figure 8. Kewdale-Hazelmere Industrial Masterplan (2006)

1992 1992-2000 2006
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04 Strategic Context

4.3_Industrial Activity Trends and Pressures

Broader industrial trends and pressures exist relative to industrial planning in Perth. 
The contemporary challenges facing industrial areas include:

 _the diversification and specialisation of industrial business models, blurring the 
meaning of a traditional industry in the production chain
 _the evolution of entertainment and recreation businesses into large format business 
models which are encroaching into traditional industrial areas
 _encroachment of bulky-goods retailers into traditional industrial areas particularly in 
locations offering high traffic exposure

Acknowledging and anticipating these pressures is critical to  maintain the integrity of 
the HEA area. 

4.4_Broader Outlook

The Industrial Land Strategy for Perth and Peel (2009) (ILS) has identified a critical 
shortage of industrial land. The ILS seeks to preserve and consolidate sites such as 
Hazelmere that are of regional significance and located within the inner and middle 
areas of the Perth metropolitan area. 

While industrial land supply is expected to be the highest it has been for many years, 
satisfying the ongoing demand will be the biggest issue, as stock coming to the market 
remains heavily pre-committed. 

Growth in rents and land values appear to have reached equilibrium and will return to 
long-term average growth levels in the short-medium term. 

The recent downturn in the global economy will be offset to some degree in the Perth 
market by the continued growth in the resources sector.  

4.5_Point of Difference

Transport (Road, Rail, Air)
Hazelmere is uniquely placed near main arterial routes, airports and rail lines. It is the 
only Perth industrial precinct that can access inter and intra state road networks for 
freight carrying loads in excess of 90 tonnes. This is a distinct advantage for the 
transport and logistics, distribution and warehousing sectors.

Communication
Existing and planned communication infrastructure provides a significant opportunity 
to create a modern, efficient logistics hub in Hazelmere. 

Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS) can improve freight operations, such as driver 
information systems, variable speed limit signage, signal timing and coordination at 
key intersections to suit freight vehicle movements.

The provision of real-time traffic information can be provided through in-vehicle GPS to 
improve the efficiency and safety of truck movements.

4.6_City of Swan 

The population of the City of Swan is forecast to grow to 145,100 in 2021, which would 
make it the fourth largest LGA in Western Australia. 

The City of Swan was the sixth fastest growing Local  Government Area in Metropolitan 
Perth during 2001 and 2006.

The increase in population within the City of Swan is largely due to:
 _the declining amount of developable land in neighbouring municipalities
 _significant new residential supply, with developments in West Swan, Caversham, 
Albion, Bullsbrook, Upper Swan and Ellenbrook

Industry currently employs 42% of the labour force in Perth and Peel. Hazelmere must 
therefore play a key role in providing local employment opportunities for City of Swan’s 
growing population.  This could be achieved by facilitating the creation of new light-
industrial and composite lots.

4.7_Innovative Industry

Hazelmere has the potential to be an exciting opportunity for innovative and strategic 
industry to locate due to its accessibility within the metropolitan region and existing 
infrastructure, such as the freight rail, Great Eastern Highway Bypass and Roe 
Highway.
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4.8_Workforce Characteristics

City of Swan will have a large and growing consumer base for businesses. It has seen 
substantial growth in population and housing in the past decade. 

Small businesses (of less than 20 people) are predominant in the City of Swan. The 
presence of small businesses is especially noticeable in the Construction, Property & 
Business Services and Wholesale & Retail sectors, which indicates a preference for 
smaller industrial sites.

In relation to occupation profiles Figure 9 illustrates the City of Swan has some key 
differences to the Perth metropolitan average:

 _Almost one third of metropolitan working residents are managers and professionals, 
compared to both Hazelmere (15%) and City of Swan (23%)
 _Hazelmere has a large proportion of technicians & trades workers (22%), similar to 
the City of Swan (18%).  However, the Perth metropolitan average is only 16%
 _Hazelmere has a large proportion of machinery operators and drivers (15%), with 9% 
in the City of Swan compared to the Perth metropolitan average of only 6%

This comparative analysis gives a strong indication that the local workforce is rich in 
occupational profiles well suited to industrial activities relative to the Perth 
metropolitan average.

In terms of people getting to work, Figure 10 illustrates that there is a high level of car 
dependence among people working in the City of Swan. This emphasises the need for 
good road access and car parking facilities in future employment precincts. It also 
highlights the need to strengthen HEA’s accessibility through improved public 
transport and pedestrian and cycle infrastructure. 

Figure 9. Occupational Profi les
(Source: ABS, Jones Lang LaSalle Research and Consulting)

Figure 10. Travel to Work (Source: ABS, Jones Lang LaSalle Research )
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10 HEA is subject to three different planning jurisdictions involving all three levels of 
government (local/state/federal). Whilst this structure plan has no statutory weight in 
relation to the federal government land, it has been prepared in consultation with WAC 
(Westralia Airports Corporation).

The following planning framework review has been used to develop an appropriate 
design response. The following planning strategies, and policies have been considered: 

 _Directions 2031
 _Draft Industrial Land Strategy 2009 - Perth and Peel
 _Metropolitan Region Scheme
 _City of Swan Local Planning Strategy 
 _City of Swan Scheme No.17
 _State Industrial Buffer - 4.1 (Amended) (Draft) July 2009
 _State Planning Policy 4.1 - State Industrial Buffer 
 _State Planning Policy 5.4 - Road and Rail Transport Noise
 _Bush Forever 
 _State Planning Policy Road and Rail Transport Noise (Draft)
 _State Planning Policy 2.10 Swan-Canning River System
 _State Planning Policy 5.1 Land Use Planning in the Vicinity of Perth Airport
 _Guidance for the Assessment of Environmental Factors No 3 Separation distances 
between industrial and sensitive land uses (Environmental Protection Authority, 
June 2005) 

The most relevant aspects of these documents that have influenced the structure plan 
are discussed below. 

5.1_Direction 2031

Directions 2031: Draft Spatial Policy for Perth and Peel provides strategic direction for 
the future growth of the Perth and Peel regions. Directions 2031 is the highest strategic 
land use planning document for the Perth and Peel and provides a framework for the 
detailed planning and delivery of housing, infrastructure and services necessary to 
accommodate growth up until 2031.

Figure 11 indicates HEA is identified as one of a number of Industrial Centres within the 
Perth Metropolitan Region. Directions 2031 seeks a balanced distribution of these 
distribution centres to help reduce freight handling and improve the provision of 
products and services to the broader community. Directions 2031 also identifies a 
landbank for future industrial land supply over the short to medium term. The 
expansion of the existing Hazelmere industrial area will be critical to meeting this 
need.

The document also identifies industrial expansion at Hazelmere will be critical to 
providing additional employment opportunities, both local and regional, within the City 
of Swan.

Importantly, Directions 2031 identifies a 52 hectare area within the Bushmead site, 
east of Roe Highway as under preliminary investigation for possible long-term 
residential development ( up to 600 lots), though it cannot be assumed that this area 
will be rezoned for development. The Department of Defence, on behalf of the 
Commonwealth Government, has recently sold off this portion of the Bushmead site.

05 Planning Framework

Figure 11. Directions 2031
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05 Planning Framework

5.2_Metropolitan Region Scheme 

The Metropolitan Region Scheme (MRS) is the statutory region plan for the wider Perth 
metropolitan area. It reflects the agreed strategic direction for land within the 
metropolitan region which should be reflected in the local government’s statutory 
planning scheme.

The core of Hazelmere is zoned Industry under the Metropolitan Region Scheme and is 
therefore significant to the metropolitan framework (Figure 12). 

Importantly the South-West boundary of the existing Industry zone remains aligned 
with an outdated road alignment. Lloyd Street will effectively replace the need for this 
envisaged north-south road linkage. The boundary of the industrial core is therefore 
obsolete.  

Rural is the predominant zone surrounding the industrial core and was originally 
established to provide a buffer to the residential areas. The appropriateness of this 
zoning under the MRS must be reconsidered in the context of more recent state 
planning policies, real industrial land shortage, landowner aspirations and the 
definition of an appropriate light industrial transitional interface with residential areas.

The existing western boundary is now obsolete

Industrial Core

Figure 12. Metropolitan Region Scheme
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05 Planning Framework

5.3_City of Swan Local Planning Strategy

The City of Swan Local Planning Strategy provides the basis of the strategic direction 
of the City of Swan. 

In relation to industrial land uses, the aim within the City of Swan is:

‘To provide for a range of conveniently located and environmentally acceptable industrial 
enterprise which will meet the needs of the wider community, strengthen the economic 
base of the City and contribute towards a high level of employment self-sufficient for the 
residential workforce.’ (City of Swan: Local Planning Strategy pg.15)

Some of the most relevant strategies to HEA include providing a range of industrial 
development opportunities, achieving an acceptable level of environmental 
performance, and seeking to cluster industrial activities with similar locational and 
servicing requirements such as transport and logistics. 

5.4_City of Swan Local Planning Scheme No.17

Figure 13 illustrates the City of Swan Local Planning Scheme No.17 (LPS No.17) as it 
relates to HEA. The existing zoning essentially reflects the strategic planning from the 
past including the HEA core area as Industrial Development surrounded by Rural and 
Rural-Residential uses. 

Approximately 76% of the Industrial Development zone has already been developed, on 
the basis of the Industrial Zone in the MRS. This is contrary to the intent of the City’s 
LPS No.17, which seeks to limit development until a formal structure plan has been 
adopted. This experience illustrates that any future amendments to the MRS to an 
industrial zone, should also be carefully controlled in the LPS No.17. 

The planning framework presented in this structure plan will necessitate amendments 
to the existing LPS No.17. 

Figure 13. City of Swan - Local Planning Scheme No.17
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05 Planning Framework

5.5_State Planning Policy

The structure plan has been prepared having due regard to the following State 
Planning Policies and Planning Bulletins. 

State Planning Policy 4.1 State Industrial Buffer (Draft)

The State Planning Policy 4.1 State Industrial Buffer (2009) indicates that:

‘Industrial areas, particularly strategic industrial areas, should contain a core area in 
which intensive industry is to be located. The core area should be surrounded by a 
buffer area to ensure there is no unacceptable impact on, or risk to, adjacent 
development. The core area and the buffer are together considered to be the industrial 
area and should be zoned accordingly.’ (Section 5.1 – Land Use Conflict pg.2)

In the HEA, it is appropriate to consider the area currently zoned industry under the 
MRS as the core and the surrounding Rural and Rural Residential as the buffer. In 
accordance with the policy, it is suggested that the Rural and Rural Residential is 
suitable for light industrial activities. 

Light industries are those which do not adversely affect the amenity of the locality or 
impose an undue load on any existing or proposed services.

State Planning Policy 2.10 Swan-Canning River System
 The objectives of this policy are to:

 _provide a regional framework for the preparation of precinct plans based on the 
precincts identified in the Swan River System Landscape Description
 _provide a context for consistent and integrated planning and decision making in 
relation to the river
 _ensure that activities, land use and development maintain and enhance the health, 
amenity and landscape values of the river, including its recreational and scenic values

The District Stormwater Management Strategy presents a series of measures to 
ensure the protection of Helena River and ground water resources from impacts of 
industrial expansion (Appendix C).  

In addition, AECOM have undertaken an assessment of the Helena River foreshore and 
have recommended that  the foreshore reservation be modified in places. These 
recommendations are included in the structure plan and are also contained at 
Appendix D.

The revised foreshore requirements are acknowledged at this structure plan level, but 
it is also acknowledged that further negotiations and planning is required to be 
undertaken prior to facilitating the revision to the MRS reservation and subsequently 
acquisition of the necessary land.

It is recommended that any modifications to the foreshore reservation be addressed at 
the detailed local structure planning stage. The local structure plan, amongst other 
items, should address the following in relation to the foreshore:

 _Revisions to the foreshore reservation requirements based on those factors outlined 
in  Appendix D
 _The potential to utilise public open space (or that the regional reservation contribute 
towards the public open space requirement) to protect aspects of the foreshore
 _Appropriate interface treatments, such as a hard edge road interface

State Planning Policy 5.1 Land Use Planning in the Vicinity of Perth Airport
The objectives of the policy are to:

 _Protect Perth airport from unreasonable encroachment by incompatible (noise 
sensitive) development, to provide for its ongoing development and operation
 _Minimise the impact of airport operations on existing and future communities with 
reference to aircraft noise

With respect to this policy, the HEA Structure Plan responds as follows:
 _Hazelmere is subject to ANEF contours of 20-35 which has a significant impact on 
accommodating sensitive land uses, particularly residential
 _Industrial uses identified on the Structure Plan are not considered sensitive uses and 
therefore the ANEF contours do not restrict the location of these uses
 _Broadly, the land use proposals remain consistent with the intent of the policy, with 
some discretion required in relation to the Hazelmere residential area interface

Section 4.3.1 – Zoning, requires structure planning to take into consideration the level 
of noise exposure and Building Site Acceptability. In essence, residential buildings 
within this 20-25 ANEF contour are ‘Conditionally Acceptable’ and structures should 
include noise mitigation and notification in the form of a Memorandum on the title 
informing landowners of the noise nuisance.

Only above 25 ANEF is there a presumption against zoning which may permit 
development involve building types that are identified as unacceptable. 

More recent modelling of aircraft noise completed in 2009 has refined the ANEF 
contours (see Figure 14). HEA Structure Plan ensures sensitive land uses proposed are 
positioned to remain consistent with the latest ANEF contours. 

HEA is affected by controlled airspace relating to flights associated with the Perth 
airport. This will have an impact on maximum allowable building heights. Building 
heights will need to be assessed by the City of Swan in consultation with WAC at the 
development application and building licence stage.

State Planning Policy 5.4 Road and Rail Transport Noise
This policy aims to minimise the adverse impact of transport noise without placing 
unreasonable restrictions on development or adding unduly to the cost of road and rail 
infrastructure. 

Specifically, the policy:
 _establishes criteria to be used in the assessment of proposals involving noise-
sensitive development in the vicinity of major transport corridors
 _establishes requirements for the location of new major road or rail infrastructure 
projects, including major redevelopments, in the vicinity of existing or future noise-
sensitive land uses
 _identifies measures that can be adopted to reduce road and rail traffic noise; and 
describes the circumstances when such measures are required

The HEA Structure Plan proposes non-senstive land uses adjacent the regional freight 
routes, including existing and proposed freight rail, Roe Highway and Great Eastern 
Highway Bypass.

With respect to the proposed new freight rail alignment, detailed noise impact 
assessments will need to be completed directly adjacent to its alignment to determine 
the rail freight noise and vibration impacts and appropriate mitigation strategies on 
any sensitive land uses. This will need to be carried out by the infrastructure provider.
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Figure 14. Bush Forever Sites within the Hazelmere Enterprise Area

5.6_Bush Forever 
Bush Forever seeks to protect significant bushland areas, which have been identified 
for protection through an endorsed strategy. 

Bush Forever sites will need to be assessed in further detail and protected as part of 
local structure plans, applications for subdivision and development. 

5.7_Development Control Policy 4.1 - Industrial Subdivision

This policy provides a guide to the WAPC when determining applications for industrial 
subdivision throughout the State.

The most relevant aspect of this policy relative to HEA is Section 3.7.2 - Services, which 
states:

‘Connection to a reticulated sewerage system is a normal requirement of industrial 
subdivision. However, where a reticulated sewerage connection is not available and is 
not in early prospect, this requirement may be dispensed with when the Commission:

a) is satisfied that development will be limited to ‘dry’ industry, and 
b) is advised by the relevant authorities that soil conditions allow for efficient on-site 
disposal of effluent on a long-term basis.’

In HEA, it has been recognised previously that sewer is not in early prospect. Therefore, 
dry industrial development has proceeded on the basis of low waste water activities 
such as transport and depots, with the expectation that industries will connect when 
sewer is made available. 

The policy is silent in relation to the definition of ‘Dry Industry’. A formal definition for 
‘Dry Industry’ is:

“means any industrial use permitted by the City of Swan Local Planning Scheme No.17 
where it can be demonstrated that the quality and volume of effluent to be disposed of 
on-site can be successfully disposed of, without adverse environmental or health 
effects, utilising effluent disposal systems approved by the Health Department of 
Western Australia and the Department of Environment and Conservation, and 
Department of Water. In addition, development shall be restricted to the type which is 
predicted to generate wastewater intended for disposal on site at a daily volume no 
exceeding 540 litres per 2000 m2.”
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5.8_Land Use Buffers 

Certain industries and infrastructure (including the Perth Airport and the freight rail) 
by their very nature generate a range of emissions including noise, dust, gas, odour, 
fumes, lighting overspill as well as risk levels which are generally not compatible with 
sensitive land uses, particularly residential areas.

Buffer distances are typically assessed on a case-by-case basis and a number already 
exist in HEA. Figure 15 illustrates the land use and infrastructure buffers affecting 
HEA. 

Figure 15. Buff ers 

Updated ANEF 
Contours (2009)
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5.9_Environmental Factors No 3 Separation distances between industrial and 
sensitive land uses (Environmental Protection Authority, June 2005) 

This Guidance Statement provides advice on the use of the generic separation 
distances that have been developed by the DoE for a range of industrial land uses.

The policy also provides some generic separation distances for various industry types. 
As HEA is envisaged as a transport and logistics hub, this policy suggests a generic 
buffer distance of 200m separation distance between the general industrial and 
residential uses. 

This separation distance has been used as a basis for the gradation from general 
industrial types to light industrial land uses. 

5.10_Better Urban Water Management

The document Better Urban Water Management is designed to facilitate better 
management and use of our urban water resources by ensuring an appropriate level of 
consideration is given to the total water cycle at each stage of the planning system. The 
document provides guidance for regional, district and local land use planning, as well 
as subdivision and development phases of the planning process. In this instance it is 
applicable to proposed industrial expansion at Hazelmere.

The document recommends a District Stormwater Management Strategy accompany 
District Structure Plans. The HEA Structure Plan is supported by a District Stormwater 
Management Strategy, which has been prepared in accordance with the principles of 
this document and the requirements of the Department of Water.
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6.1_Approach

The preparation of the HEA Structure Plan has involved regular consultation with key 
government stakeholders, landowners and the community. 

The consultation approach undertaken with the community builds upon the 
comprehensive consultation completed as part of the KHIM report (2006). 

The consultation involved:
1. “One-on-one” meetings addressing the specific concerns of affected landowners 

(total of 9 meetings with 45 attendees)
2.  Jones Lang LaSalle interviewed the key landowners and real estate representatives
3. A workshop/presentation was held with the Hazelmere Progress Association. (A 

total of 30 residents attending)
4. Meeting with the Shire of Kalamunda

6.2_Key findings

Landowner Meetings
Landowner meetings were conducted with landowners within the HEA area during 
November and December 2009. A total of 45 landowners and/or their representatives 
were involved in 9 meetings with each meeting involving between 3-10 landowners. 

The format allowed landowners to provide a brief statement about their site and their 
aspirations at the outset. Following this, the project team provided an overview of the 
various opportunities and constraints in the area and the possible options for those 
areas identified for change. Individual sites were discussed relative to the specific 
challenges and possible changes. 

The reoccurring themes were:
 _Landowners expressed a common concern regarding the need for greater certainty 
and clarity around the future of the area
 _As a result of the uncertainty, many landowners were hesitant of investing in the 
short term
 _Those landowners in the Rural and Rural Residential area expressed an inability to 
generate income from their rural holdings and were unable to enjoy the use of their 
land due to industrial activities increasing in the area
 _With the exception of a few, most Rural and Rural-Residential landowners expressed 
a preference for industry or similar uses
 _Those few landowners currently enjoying the semi-rural lifestyle accepted that 
change in the locality was likely to be inevitable
 _Landowners with industrial properties had aspirations to continue to operate and 
potentially expand and supported further infrastructure development in the area, 
particularly the construction of Lloyd Street

As part of the consultation, it was important to clarify the type of industrial uses the 
landowners were seeking and whether these necessitated sewer connection. The 
pre-funding and coordination issues associated with providing infill sewer were 
explained to those that attended. It was also pointed out that it was likely that the 
structure plan would require sewer in the highly sensitive environmental areas, 
especially in areas where the ground water table was particularly high.

Most landowners understood the cause for concern regarding the use of traditional 
septic tanks, but expressed an urgency to progress with ‘Dry’ industrial uses. A number 
of landowners stressed that the traditional septic tanks have advanced significantly 
from the leach drain system and present the most viable option. Several landowners 

requested the State prefund and coordinate sewer connection through the area, and in 
the event funds are not forthcoming, the State should support ‘Dry Industrial’ uses.

In relation to drainage, the landowners were presented with different treatment 
options including requiring landowners to contain drainage ‘on-site’ in compensation 
basins, or through developer contributions (or differential rate) to fund a coordinated 
approach. 

Landowners did not raise any significant concerns regarding the possibility of broad 
adoption of ‘on-site’ drainage systems on the large sites and the requirement for a 
coordinated drainage system for sites that may have the potential for smaller lots.

Hazelmere Progress Association Meeting
A workshop was held with the Hazelmere Progress Association (HPA) on the 7th 
December 2009. The HPA extended invitations to all the landowners in the Hazelmere 
residential area, with a total of approximately 30 residents attending. 

The purpose of the session was to explore the preferred interface treatment between 
industrial and urban. Following a presentation of three options, there was a general 
preference for a new strip of residential and smaller light industrial lots (Figure 16).

Options A-C (right) where presented to the Association. Correspondence from the 
Hazelmere Progress Association’s following the event reaffirms their preference for 
Option C because it overcame previous objections regarding traffic, noise and other 
industrial pollutants. 
At the meeting, some residents expressed concerns in relation to:

 _Trucks coming through the residential area
 _Lack of monitoring of industrial activities and the need for a management body to 
increase the compliance
 _Lack of structure planning for the residential area
 _Any proposals for light industry will become General Industry without monitoring 
established

The above issues have been addressed by this Structure Plan, as follows:

 _Truck movements will be addressed via:
 _restricting access on Bushmead Road (west) to buses, cyclists, pedestrians and 
local traffic via traffic calming and other measures
 _the construction of Lloyd Street will provide alternate access for freight
 _retention of Stirling Crescent to provide access to GEHB in the interim until Lloyd 
Street is constructed
 _other modifications to the local street network

 _Local structure planning will be required for new residential development areas
 _Light industrial uses will be controlled via the creation of smaller lots (that could not 
sustain heavier industry), Scheme provisions and through general compliance 
monitoring

These issues were brought to the attention of the Steering Committee and have been 
duly noted in the preparation of this plan. 

Figure 16. Hazelmere Residents Association has expressed a preference for Option C above.  
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Two specific discussions were held with some of the major industrial operators and 
developers in Hazelmere. 

Broadly it was indicated that there is a need for larger land users.  Hazelmere caters 
well for that purpose and is well located in relation to the regional road network, rail, 
airport and CBD.  There is, however, still a need for some smaller lots. 

The discussion with key owners and agents suggests that the majority of demand has 
come from large space users and many of these may not benefit greatly from the 
provision of sewer.

Shire of Kalamunda
A meeting was held with the Shire of Kalamunda planning staff. Their key concern was 
a potential increase in industrial traffic in residential areas. It was highlighted that 
Kalamunda Road is already under pressure and any substantial land use 
intensification, particularly on the eastern side of Roe Highway would be of concern. 

The project team noted that appropriate interface treatment was required adjacent to 
the existing High Wycombe residential area. 

06 Consultation
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Figure 17. HEA Draft Structure Plan
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This section outlines the structure and rationale that has shaped the development of 
the HEA Structure Plan. The following section (Section 8) provides a Precinct by 
Precinct rationale and development requirements.

7.1_Strategic Intent

HEA Draft Structure Plan must fulfil a strategic regional and local role. 

Regional
Given the proximity to regional rail, air and road infrastructure, HEA needs to be 
optimised as a location which supports the expansion of transport and logistic 
industry. 

Local
HEA should also provide for smaller more affordable industrial lots (<4000m2) to assist 
the self-sufficiency and local job growth in the City of Swan.  

7.2_Design Philosophy

Objectives
The structure plan is underpinned by the following objectives: 

 _Facilitate business growth in Hazelmere
 _Create land use interface that safe guards the quality of life for landowners and 
surrounding residents
 _Create a vibrant, dynamic business focused location
 _Minimise environmental impacts and strengthen ecological links through the locality. 

Design Rationale

The HEA Draft Structure Plan (Figure 17) has been developed through the 
consideration of a number of inter-related factors. The following section presents the 
design story and basis of the proposed District Structure Plan. 

7.3_Major Shaping Elements

The future of the HEA is heavily influenced by both natural and infrastructure elements 
as illustrated in Figure 18. Some of these elements are fixed and/or largely resolved. 
These include the existing industrial zoned area, environmental features such as 
Helena River and Hazelmere Lakes, industrial development on the Westralia Airports 
land, future light industry and interface in the southern area. 

There are, however core infrastructure / environmental elements that are subject to 
more detailed consideration. 

Lloyd Street Extension

Lloyd Street extension is critical to managing traffic and to ensure the orderly and 
proper planning of HEA.  As well as responding to an increase in industrial traffic in the 
area, Lloyd Street will also optimise access to the proposed Midland Health Campus. 
To date, the alignment has been protected by a Planning Control Area No.84 introduced 
in November 2005 under the Planning and Development Act 2005. 

It is understood that the funding for the land acquisition and construction is partly 
secured. Further commitment is required from the State to rezone the road reservation 
‘Other Regional Road’ under the MRS. The City of Swan is finalising the alignment of the 
Lloyd Street extension, following which, a request to the Department of Planning will 
be made to initiate the amendment to the MRS alongside the City of Swan amending its  
Town Planning Scheme to reflect the reservation requirements.

Land has not yet been acquired for Lloyd Street extension even though Commonwealth 
funds are tied to the acquisition of the land and have a time limit.

Given the extensive detailed design progressed to date, the structure plan assumes 
Lloyd Street will be constructed on the proposed alignment. 

A key component relating to the construction of Lloyd Street is the rail underpass. The 
opportunities to build the rail underpass will be limited once construction of the new 
Midland Health Campus occurs.  Ideally, the construction of Lloyd Street will have its 
priority established as part of the forward works capital programme, so that it 
complements the construction timeline of the Midland Health Campus.

Figure 18.  Signifi cant Shaping Elements

Lloyd Street Extension 

Hazelmere Lakes

Bushmead Site

Helena River 
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Industrial Traffic

Industrial traffic generated by expansion of the industrial area will be a concern for 
existing residential areas within Hazelmere. The following traffic design measures 
have been integrated into the structure plan to ensure industrial traffic is separated 
from residential areas:

 _Creation of new roads designed for industrial traffic in the northwest section of the 
structure plan area, for example, the extension of Stirling Crescent and new 
connection between Bushmead Road - Hazelmere Circle - Arum Lilly Place. These 
roads will serve to divert industrial traffic south to the Great Eastern Highway Bypass 
and east to Roe Highway, discouraging the use of local roads through the Hazelmere 
and Woodbridge residential areas and Midland town centre.
 _Restricting access on Bushmead Road (west) to buses, cyclists, pedestrians and local 
traffic only. Traffic calming and other physical measures, including signage, 
landscaping and road narrowing, will assist the restriction of heavy vehicles from 
residential streets. It is inadvisable to convert Bushmead Road into a cul-de-sac. The 
new road network will provide improved alternative routes for heavy vehicles and 
therefore retaining Bushmead Road as a local access road to ensure connectivity is 
maintained for other road users, particularly local residents. 

Other Modifications to Road Network
In addition to the Lloyd Street extension, this structure plan proposes several other key 
modifications to the road network to ensure separation of freight traffic and local 
residential traffic:

 _Ultimate reconfiguration of the southern intersection of Stirling Crescent at Great 
Eastern Highway Bypass to left-in left-out
 _Connection of Adelaide Street to Abernethy Road

Impact of Proposed Network on Traffic Circulation
The proposed road network will simplify access into the HEA, provide improved 
delineation between the residential and industrial areas, and vastly improve north-
south heavy vehicle movement and integration between Hazelmere and Forrestfield / 
Kewdale.

A road network improvement program will be required to support access to new land 
use development areas. Key components of the access plan will be:

 _The management of traffic entering and exiting the Great Eastern Highway Bypass via 
Stirling Crescent until the Lloyd Street extension is constructed
 _The management of freight movements between the HEA and Kewdale, along Stirling 
Crescent, Abernethy Road, Great Eastern Highway Bypass, and Kalamunda Road
 _The removal of truck traffic from residential roads by introducing traffic calming and 
road narrowing on existing local access corridors 

Proposed Freight Rail Alignment
The existing freight rail alignment severs the Midland City Centre area and significantly 
inhibits the full potential of Midland as the regional hub for the eastern suburbs. 

Various studies have explored possible alignments through HEA. The State 
Government (WAPC) have endorsed a preferred alignment in April 2010, subject to 
appropriate consultation and undertaking further studies on the alignment. The 
realignment of the railway will be pursued separately to this structure plan.  

Sensitive Environmental Features

Analysis has identified significant environmental and cultural sensitivities associated 
with the Hazelmere Lakes (Figure 19), Helena River and Bushmead areas. Figure 20 
illustrates the presence of wetlands throughout HEA.

These environmental elements are important to protect and enhance. The 
appropriateness of land use change adjacent to these sensitive features cannot be 
confirmed without more detailed site surveys, which falls beyond the scope of this 
district structure plan. 

Figure 19. Hazelmere Lakes
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Figure 20. Wetland mapping within the Hazelmere Enterprise Area
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Surrounding Uses

Figure 21 illustrates the key surrounding uses to the HEA. 

Residential land uses exist to the south, east and west of the study area. Careful land 
use interface treatment in these areas is required. 

Residential development has extended along the southern boundary of the HEA area. 
Amendment Metropolitan Region Scheme (ref: 1187/57) proposes a potential 
expansion of sensitive uses to the  south of HEA. 

HEA abuts the Perth Airport to the south which is not sensitive to industrial expansion 
but does limit the extension of any residential or other sensitive uses. 

The Midland Redevelopment Authority is working towards a medium residential and 
commercial type land uses to the northwest area. Midland Hospital and a proposed 
university campus will occupy land to the north. Land uses and built form must be 
carefully treated to minimise any negative visual impact from this northern interface. 

Land north-east is developing into a bulk retail and light industrial precinct and is 
arguably less sensitive. 

Although the Helena River provides somewhat of a visual barrier to the north, it is 
important the structure plan protects the high amenity of the river locality for the 
wider community.

Industrial Expansion

Industrial expansion has already progressed ahead of the structure planning with a 
focus on transport and mining industries. In particular, development has been able to 
progress in locations zoned Industry under the Metropolitan Region Scheme and under 
Federal Government control. Transport depots are also Discretionary uses (requiring 
Council approval) in Rural zoned land under the Local Planning Scheme. 

Without a Structure Plan, development uncertainty will remain, infrastructure 
provision will be haphazard, industrial land use conflict will continue and 
environmental and traffic issues will be exacerbated. 

Consultation  with the Rural-Residential and Rural landowners highlights their 
aspirations for the land to change to industrial purposes. 

Continuing to use the Rural and Rural-Residential zone as a ‘buffer’ is effectively 
sterilising land. Land sizes are not of sufficient size to sustain a rural operation and the 
continuing operation of the industrial activities, (in some cases 24 hrs/day) has 
significantly undermined the integrity of the rural residential ‘life style’. 

In light of the above, more suitable zonings should be considered to provide an 
interface with industry / residential and protects the sensitive environmental features.

In accordance with State Planning Policy 4.1 State Industrial Buffer, the structure plan 
proposes a graduation from general industry (in the core) to light industry near 
sensitive areas.

This structure plan proposes the increase of an additional 150 ha of industrial  land. 

Figure 21. Surrounding Land uses 

Amendment  
1187/57)

Figure 22. Potential industrial expansion
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7.4_Environmental Opportunities

There are several environmental features which present a significant opportunity to 
strengthen and enhance ecological links as part of the strategic direction for the area 
(refer to Figure 25). This structure plan has considered the various environmental 
implications of increased development in the area. 

Traditionally, development pressure is seen as a risk to environmental protection. This 
structure plan is seeking to facilitate environmental protection in the treatment of 
landscape, stormwater and infrastructure corridors through planning for appropriate 
land development. 

The structure plan has taken into account the Threatened Ecological Communities 
sites/buffers, Registered Aboriginal Heritage sites, contaminated sites, Acid Sulphate 
Soils as detailed in the supporting environmental report (Appendix B). 

Appendix B provides a more detailed account of the environmental considerations in 
the study area. A summary of the findings is provided below.  

Acid Sulphate Soils
There is potential of an acid sulphate soil (ASS) disturbance risk on the site, varying 
from low to high in areas.  It is expected that ASS will be a management and cost issue 
only, tested and managed ideally by proponents at subdivision or development 
application stage.

Contaminated Sites
There are potentially and known contaminating industries operating at Hazelmere.  
These activities, along with shallow groundwater, the soil type and the fact that 
Hazelmere is unsewered, means that there is a significant potential for soil and 
groundwater contamination within the study area.  The planning process, in 
conjunction with the ‘Contaminated Sites Act 2003’, appropriately manages the 
assessment and potential remediation of contamination. 

Water Management
Water management and availability of sewer are likely to be a significant issues in the 
development of the Hazelmere Enterprise Area District Structure Plan (DSP).  Local 
Structure Planning will require the preparation of a Local Water Management Strategy, 
while subdivisions will require an Urban Water Management Plan, in line with the WAPC 
Planning Bulletin 92 (2008). 

Developments will need to demonstrate that they can effectively manage their 
stormwater as part of a Local Structure Plan, subdivision application or development 
application.

Helena River
A survey of the Helena River foreshore area for vegetation, topography and other 
biophysical criteria is required to assess the riparian zone prior to developing an 
appropriate foreshore management plan. A Foreshore Management Plan has been 
completed and is contained at Appendix D.

As further local structure planning adjacent to the Helena River is a requirement of the 
HEA Structure Plan, it is recommended that formal assessment of the Helena River 
reservation requirements be undertaken in conjunction with the preparation of a local 
structure plan to ensure a cohesive approach is taken to resolve local issues relating to 
provision of POS, drainage, access and appropriate interface treatments with the 
foreshore.

Wetlands 
Wetlands and their buffers are protected against clearing, disturbance and 
development through a range of Policy provisions, 

The Hazelmere Lakes are classified as “Resource Enhancement” wetlands and are 
also protected under the Environmental Protection (Swan Coastal Plain Lakes) Policy 
of 1992. Under this policy, actions that may impact upon the lake such as filling, 
construction and alteration of drainage systems into and out of the lake etc, must be 
referred to the EPA. 

The Environmental Protection (Lakes of the Swan Coastal Plain Lakes) Policy 1992 and 
‘The Environmental Protection (Clearing of Native Vegetation) Regulations 2004’. 
Potential impacts on wetlands are assessed by the EPA and DEC and through the 
rezoning and subdivision planning process.  Preparation of wetland management plans 
would be required for wetlands located within the site as a condition of a Local 
Structure Plan, subdivision or a development application. 

Vegetation and Flora
In regards to the regionally significant vegetation, there are a number of Bush Forever 
sites within the study area, including

 _Bush Forever Site 213: It can be presumed that development within the agreed 
boundary will not be permitted.  Development in those parts of the site that do not 
contain regionally significant vegetation may be permitted, however Scheme 
Amendments will be required for this to occur.
 _ Bush Forever Site 481: Development within the Regional Road reserve is only likely in 
regards to infrastructure development.  Retention of regionally significant vegetation 
in the privately owned rural areas should be assumed in the absence of an agreed 
outcome with the Bush Forever Office.
 _Bush Forever Site 386: Is subject to outcomes according to the Master Planning 
process of Perth Airport. The property is in an area demarcated for commercial 
development in the 2004 Master Plan.

There are a number of Declared Rare Flora populations and Threatened Ecological 
Communities within the study area, with many of them contained within existing 
reserves or road reservations.  

Due to the potential for remnant vegetation within the project area having conservation 
values, a full spring flora survey should be  undertaken on areas of remnant vegetation 
as part of any Local Structure Plans, subdivisions or development applications in the 
area. 

Fauna
There are a number of protected or designated fauna species that may be present 
within the Hazelmere study area, including Quenda, Carnaby’s Cockatoo and Baudin’s 
Cockatoo.  Habitat functionality and assessment should occur in conjunction with the 
spring survey of remnant vegetation within the study area prior to a Local Structure 
Plan, subdivision or a Development Application occurring.  The presence of cockatoo 
habitat on a site may trigger the Commonwealth Environmental Protection and 
Biodiversity Conservation Act (1999). 

Aboriginal Heritage 
There are a number of known sites of Aboriginal heritage within the study area 
particularly around the Hazelmere Lakes and Helena River (refer to Appendix B).
Hazelmere Lakes and Helena River Road Bridge are also recognised in European 
heritage.

In areas where there are known sites of significance more detailed investigations will 
be required by a qualified Aboriginal heritage consultant.

Noise
The proposed HEA Structure Plan is influenced by noise, with factors such as the 
airport and major roads imposing constraints on certain land use.  It is therefore 
recommended that this issue be investigated further, once potential land use areas 
have been progressed.  The initial Australian Noise Exposure Forecast (ANEF) contours 
for Perth Airport (Figure 15) acts as the desktop constraint in the absence of any field 
data. 

Proposed sensitive land uses within prescribed ANEF contour limits, such as 
residential developments, need to take into account the requirements of  the WAPC 
Statement of Planning Policy No. 5.1, Land Use Planning in the Vicinity of Perth Airport 
when planning land uses in the area, and designing buildings to minimise noise 
impacts. 

Figure 23. Potential acid sulfate soils
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Groundwater

A comprehensive 6 month surface and ground water  monitoring study has been 
completed, followed by 12 months of additional monitoring. The outcomes (Figure 24), 
revealed a high groundwater table across the site and the likely areas of clay soil 
(HATCHED).  The study also estimated maximum groundwater levels (Figure 24), (RED) 
areas signify where this is close to the ground surface. 

The depth to groundwater on the site is shown to be shallow in locations, which results 
in a need for fill to support building pads, issues with drainage and limited ability to 
infiltrate effluent on site.  These issues will need to be addressed as part of a Local 
Water Management Strategy (LWMS) to accompany a Local Structure Plan, subdivision 
or development application.

It also suggests septic tanks are unlikely to be suitable to support rezoning in the RED 
and HATCHED areas and reticulated sewer or acceptable alternatives for on-site waste 
water treatment would be required.

Stormwater

A draft District Stormwater Management Strategy (DSMS) has been developed which 
provides information on:

 _existing surface water movement (predictive modeling)
 _recommended 10 year and 100 year level of service flow paths for future land use
 _hydraulic grades for recommended level of service for future land use 
 _consideration of foreshore reserve for Helena River
 _consideration of water quality (although this is mostly covered in the surface and 
ground water monitoring study

The DSMS provides guidance for the future stormwater development within the area 
and allows appropriate corridors to be allocated to stormwater to ensure:

 _development is adequately protected from top water levels
 _a safe 100 year flow path is maintained throughout the site

Primary regional roads

Study Area

Railway reserve

Sewer catchments

Other regional roads

Lloyd Street southern extension

Note: Depth to groundwater data 

generated using Microstation InRoads 

DTM Utilities

0.5 -1.2m

>1.2m

0 - 0.5m

0 - 0.5m

Not suitable for On-site 

Effluent Disposal

Fill required for On-site 

Effluent Disposal

On-site Effluent Disposal

acceptable without fill

Areas where soils may not be 

suitable for on-site effluent 

disposal because of excessive 

clay. (Gozzard, JR. 1986, Perth, 

Sheet 2034 II and part 2034 III 

and 2134 III. Perth Metropolitan 

Region, Environmental Geology 

Series, Geological Survey of WA)  

Figure 24. Ground Water Monitoring Results

Example of an open drain (Bayswater)
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1. Prior to any consideration of rezoning of the Rural Residential lots surrounding the 
Hazelmere Lakes (Precinct 5), a detailed environmental and hydrological 
investigation is required to determine impacts of any proposed development.

2. Preparation of Wetland Management Plan for Hazelmere lakes as part of future 
subdivision/development.

3. Ongoing assessment of Aboriginal and European heritage issues/sites as part of 
future applications.

4. Detailed assessment of the Helena River foreshore reservation requirements as 
part of any local structure planning adjacent the foreshore.

5. Preparation of Local Water Management Plans as part of future local structure 
planning and/or significant subdivision and in accordance with the principles 
contained within the HEA District Stormwater Management Strategy.

6. Address and manage any existing contamination and acid sulfate soil issues as 
part of the preparation of local structure plans, subdivision and development 
applications.

Figure 25. Environmental Opportunities

07 HEA Structure Plan
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7.5_Sewer

Provision of reticulated sewer in HEA is currently limited. There is a trunk sewer main 
running north-south through the centre of the Hazelmere study area from Midland to 
High Wycombe via Stirling Crescent, Central Avenue, Mary Street, Vale Road and then 
south of the study area along Abernethy Road. Most of the surrounding residential 
areas are serviced by sewer gravity pipes or septic tanks.

Plans for upgraded sewer infrastructure to service the Hazelmere industrial area have 
been developed by the Water Corporation.

While sewer represents the best environmental outcome, particularly south of Great 
Eastern Highway and along the clay edges of the Helena River foreshore, several 
challenges exist:

 _Water Corporation have advised that no sewer infill program exists for commercial or 
industrial properties, and this is normally undertaken by developers
 _No mechanism exists to coordinate sewer installation amongst fragmented 
landownership
 _A number of private landowners have already developed and installed on-site 
systems.
 _Infrastructure required to service catchments to the east and south are not yet on the 
Water Corporations Works Program and would require prefunding by others

The Rural - Residential and Rural buffer effectively cuts the industrial area off from 
connecting to the existing sewer network. Consequently, it will continue to be 
problematic to extend sewer to the industrial area as long as the Rural and Rural 
Residential buffer remains. 

The premise of this structure plan is that, by facilitating appropriate sewered 
development in the peripheral locations, sewer infrastructure will be progressively 
extended and will become more readily available for a greater portion of properties.

Water Corporation have also advised that there is the opportunity for areas to the 
south to be serviced by a temporary pumping station. More detailed discussions will 
need to be undertaken between landowners and the Water Corporation. 

The most eastern catchments are dependant on the prefunding of the Maide Vale 
sewer, which is not planned until 2040. The area east of Roe Highway will be required to 
be sewered and a servicing strategy required if it is identified for residential 
development.

The Structure Plan proposes a core industrial area (Precincts 1 and  7) will be limited to 
large lot  ‘Dry’ industries and serviced by on site effluent disposal until such time as 
reticulated sewer is provided.

Key Sewer Recommendation

1. Undertake a staged sewerage plan to focus delivery of sewer to those areas that 
have the greatest opportunity to benefit from reticulated sewerage (i.e. along Lloyd 
Street)

7.6_Water

The water services infrastructure is well developed through the residential areas 
surrounding the Hazelmere study area and extends somewhat into the Hazelmere 
industrial area along the regional and district roads; however the network is disjointed 
based on previous needs-based provision.

This infrastructure would be provided at cost by the developers of the land in 
accordance with Water Corporation standards and in association with on site 
construction.

Based on these plans, the water infrastructure upgrade would need to extend from the 
existing water mains located along Talbot Road/Arum Lilly Place.

Rural Residential areas 
blocking the extension 
of sewer

These areas require 
the pre-funding of the 
Maide Vale sewer

Figure 26. Sewer expansion
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7.7_Transport 

For the Hazelmere Enterprise Area to be successful there must be efficient freight 
access to the regional road network.

The impact of industrial traffic and operation of the Hazelmere  Enterprise Area on 
surrounding residential areas and Midland town centre must also be carefully 
managed.

The road network proposed in the DSP simplifies access into HEA (Figure 27). It 
provides improved delineation between the residential and industrial areas, and vastly 
improves north-south heavy vehicle movement and integration between Hazelmere 
and Forrestfield / Kewdale.

A road network improvement program will be required to support access to new land 
use development areas. Key components of the access plan will be: 

 _The management of traffic entering and exiting Great Eastern Highway Bypass via 
Stirling Crescent until the Lloyd Street extension is constructed
 _The management of freight movements between the HEA and Kewdale, along Stirling 
Crescent, Abernethy Road, Great Eastern Highway Bypass, and Kalamunda Road
 _The removal of truck traffic from residential roads by introducing traffic calming and 
road narrowing on existing local access corridors

There are no proposed improvements to access east of Roe Highway, which is a 
land-locked site bound by the Bushmead Site and Roe Highway.

There are a number of other modifications to the road network in the HEA region which 
are being considered by MRWA separately to the HEA Structure Plan, with a view to 
providing an upgraded strategic road and freight network to best serve the Airport and 
Primary Freight Hub region. 

The HEA will benefit from these upgrades and the Structure Plan incorporates these 
concepts, as discussed below.

Lloyd Street
MRWA traffic modelling indicates that the extension of Lloyd Street will become a high 
priority upgrade by 2031. The year “2031” is the modelling year used by MRWA to 
indicate certain levels of population and traffic growth.

Once Lloyd Street is constructed, it is likely to facilitate greater opportunities for mixed 
business, commercial and/or light industrial uses along its frontage due to the passing 
trade. This opportunity will need to be  further pursued once constructed.

Closure of Stirling Crescent will coincide with the opening of Lloyd Street to avoid the 
creation of multiple access points on and off Great Eastern Highway Bypass. The 
closing of Stirling Crescent should only be tied with the opening and construction of an 
alternative access on to Abernethy Road. 

The construction of the proposed Lloyd Street extension is a critical link for distributing 
traffic into the Hazelmere industrial area and essential for providing a direct 
connection across the middle of the study area for all transport modes.

Abernethy Road
A connection between Adelaide Street (east) and Abernethy Road is physically 
possible, creating a 4-way intersection. Abernethy Road is a 2-lane road at this 
location; MRWA traffic modelling indicates that widening to 4-lanes will be required in 
the medium term (2031) to cater for the forecast traffic volumes attracted from the 
extension of Lloyd Street and the growth of road freight traffic servicing the Primary 
Freight Hub in Kewdale.

Additional land
Development, particularly industrial land supporting the freight industry, may expedite 
the need for widening Abernethy Road. The timing of these road works will be at the 
discretion of the Shire of Kalamunda in conjunction with MRWA and in consultation 
with Westralia Airports Corporation and other land owners.

Great Eastern Highway Bypass
MRWA modelling indicates that the Great Eastern Highway Bypass / Roe Highway 
intersection will require upgrading within the next 5 years. Options for improving 
access east of this site could be considered in the redesign of this intersection.

Staging

It is reasonable to expect land development to take place incrementally over the next 5 
to 10 years; nevertheless, the traffic generated by the development will be reliant on a 
few key links in the local network which will put considerable pressure on the 
intersections along Great Eastern Highway Bypass, specifically Stirling Crescent and 
Abernethy Road, until the alternative Lloyd Street extension can be constructed.

While there is some level of commitment to construct Lloyd Street, at present there is 
no land reserved for the Lloyd Street extension in the Metropolitan Region Scheme. 
Therefore it may, in certain instances, be necessary for individual developers to 
demonstrate the impact of their proposal on the existing road network and traffic 
conditions prior to planning permission being granted.

It is expected that the rate of development will be gradual and therefore traffic impact 
should be assessed site by site on a first come first served basis. The City of Swan 
should establish a spreadsheet model to keep track of the growing demand for road 
network capacity and to apply planning requirements as necessary to manage traffic 
circulation and upgrade road capacities.

Truck traffic will be discouraged from using residential roads by introducing localised 
road narrowing. Instead, industrial traffic will be directed towards the regional road 
network. This will continue to put pressure on Stirling Crescent which will continue to 
build a case for fast-tracking the reservation and construction of Lloyd Street.

Public transport through the HEA will be difficult to justify based on the low 
employment densities  anticipated and therefore the City of Swan should adequately 
prepare for off-street car parking demand.

It is anticipated that the ultimate road network planning for the area will include the 
extension of Lloyd Street. Tracking vehicle usage patterns, particularly industrial 
traffic and heavy vehicles, will provide the City of Swan with the necessary data to 
progressively upgrade roads and intersections.

New north south road

New access to Abernethy 

Lloyd Street

Figure 27. Additional Roads
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Paths 

Cycling is continually increasing in popularity as a form of commuter transport across 
Perth, and is a viable alternative to the car for short commuter trips between 2 and 15 
kilometres long. 

There are limited existing on-road bicycle lanes and off-road paths within the study 
area. 

Many of the district and local roads through the central area do not have formed 
footpaths and pedestrians are required to walk along the grass verge or unsealed 
shoulder. This is most likely due to the small number of pedestrians currently walking 
through this precinct; however with a proposed increase in development activity and 
employment opportunities there will be more people and more traffic populating the 
study area and therefore the provision of footpaths will become paramount to 
protecting the safety of pedestrians.

Segregating road freight movement with cyclist / pedestrians routes is critical. 
Figure 29 illustrates the proposed movement corridors that should be prioritised for 
cycle and pedestrian infrastructure. These preferred corridors make the necessary 
district and local connections and also minimise conflict, particularly along 
Bushmead road. 

Figure 29. Priority paths

Figure 28. Existing path network

Legend
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Public Transport

Train Access
Three train stations are located within one kilometre of the study area boundary; 
however the river presents a barrier to pedestrian connectivity. Although the stations 
are reasonably close “as the crow flies”, they are considerably further away for 
pedestrians walking along the existing road and footpath network. 

Nevertheless, sites within the northern portion of the study area near Amherst Road 
should be considered for more intense uses including higher residential and 
employment density. 

Bus Routes
There is a noticeable gap in bus service provision through the centre of the study area 
(Figure 30).

Figure 31 illustrate the opportunities to extend the bus services to cater for commuters 
and visitors travelling to the Hazelmere Enterprise Area, which could reduce the 
demand for staff parking as well as contribute to the Metropolitan Transport Strategy 
objectives.

Further discussions with Public Transport Authority will be required in the future to 
investigate the viable expansion of the public transport network into the Hazelmere 
Enterprise Area.

Key Transport Recommendations

1. Department of Planning to progress investigations with respect to the realignment 
of the freight rail with respect to reservation requirements, funding and acquisition

2. City of Swan to finalise Lloyd Street alignment and then request MRS amendment 
be initiated by WAPC and pursue concurrent rezoning under the local Scheme

3. City of Swan to coordinate modifications to local road system as recommended
4. Additional transport and traffic assessment  be undertaken for the rural zoned 

land east of Roe Highway if an intensification of land use (i.e. light industry) is to be 
pursued

5. Additional traffic/transport assessments may be requested by the City of Swan as 
part of any subsequent local structure planning, subdivision and/or large 
development applications

6. Progress funding and construction of priority cycle and pedestrian routes 

Figure 30. Existing bus and train catchment areas

Figure 31. Preferred future bus routes

Legend
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7.8_Power, Gas And Telecommunications Networks

There are existing power and gas services in a north-south alignment through the 
centre of the study area, making it feasible to extend these services as needed to cater 
for future development throughout the study area.

Telstra have indicated that there are existing distribution copper and fibre within the 
street verges throughout the study area, providing telephony services to residential, 
industrial and commercial premises.

Significant telecommunications infrastructure exists or is planned for the northern, 
central and southeastern sections of the study area as detailed below:

Major existing telecommunications infrastructure:
 _A multi-conduit route exists in the North-West corner of the study area, with a copper 
cable and optic fibre along West Parade, Robertson Street and across Helena River to 
Chatham Road
 _A multi-conduit route exists along the eastern side of the study area on either side of 
Roe Highway, with copper cable and optic fibre along Military and Midlands Roads
 _A conduit route exists in the South-East corner of the study area, with copper cable 
and optic fibre along a short section of Stirling Crescent, between Adelaide Terrace 
and Talbot Road

Major proposed telecommunications infrastructure:
 _A major telecommunications route is planned for the North West corner of the study 
area between West Parade and Chatham Road across the Helena River
 _A major telecommunications route is planned through the central and eastern study 
section of the study area along Bushmead Road, Military Road and Midland Road
 _There are no major constraints for the expansion of the power, gas, 
telecommunications network with fibre optics representing a major advantage

Figure 32. Electricity and gas

Legend
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Precinct 1 - HEA Core

Objective
Protect large lots to strengthen the transport and logistics role of HEA. 

Precinct Rationale
The HEA Core Precinct reflects the existing Industrial zone applicable under the MRS 
and is defined by the Helena River to the north, Roe Highway and Great Eastern Hwy 
Bypass to the East and South. 

The western boundary of the existing MRS zoning has been adjusted to a cadastre line 
that provides a 200 m separation distance between the intended ‘General Industrial’ 
uses and the Hazelmere residential area. 

Site Characteristics
Approximately 76% of the Industrial Development zone of the HEA Core has already 
been developed or approved for development.

Ground water monitoring indicates that the separation distances between the ground 
water and surface are generally sufficient to support dry industrial activities without 
the need for sewer connection. 

Access is dependent on Stirling Crescent until the reservation and construction of 
Lloyd Street. 

The opportunity to landscape and link vegetation surrounding on-site stormwater 
basins between properties should be explored. Landscaping and worker amenity in 
these areas should be encouraged. 

Upgrading of digital telecommunications should be prioritised to improve the efficiency 
of the freight and logistics activities. 

Land Use Intent
 _The intent for this precinct is to minimise the cumulative impact of nutrient inputs to 
ground and surface water. Controls will restrict further subdivision and industrial 
activities that generate large volumes of waste water, unless sewer can be provided. 
 _General Industrial activities limited to dry industrial activities until sewer is provided through 
application of a Restricted Use zoning under the Local Planning Scheme. Dry Industry is 
defined here as:

“means any industrial use permitted by the City where it can be demonstrated that the 
quality and volume of effluent to be disposed of on-site can be successfully disposed of, 
without adverse environmental or health effects, utilising effluent disposal systems 
approved by the Health Department of Western Australia and the Department of 
Environment and Conservation, and Department of Water. In addition, development shall 
be restricted to the type which is predicted to generate wastewater intended for disposal 
on site at a daily volume not exceeding 540 litres per 2000 m2 of site area.”

 _Limited subdivision with an aim to retain large lots until such time as reticulated 
sewer is provided
 _Limit flows discharging from lots to those discussed in the District Stormwater 
Management Strategy (Appendix C)
 _The realignment/extension of Central Avenue through the existing road reserve is not 
required 

Development Requirements
 _Connect to sewer when available
 _ATU or Nutrient Retentive Effluent Disposal Systems acceptable in interim where 
groundwater depths allow
 _Restricted to ‘Dry Industrial activities’ and no subdivision unless connected to sewer
 _Limit flows discharging from lots to those discussed in the District Stormwater 
Management Strategy (Appendix C)
 _Stormwater Management Plans on a site by site basis.

Buff ers

Ground Water

78% is already development 
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Figure 33. Precinct 1 - HEA Core 

Secure Lloyd Street alignment through ‘Other 
Regional Road’ MRS Reservation

Stirling Crescent to provide interim 
access prior to construction of Lloyd 
Street

Precinct 1 - HEA Core

Maintain large lots to accommodate ‘dry’ 
transport and logistics uses

Retain undeveloped Central Avenue road 
reserve as an ecological corridor.
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Precinct 2 - Helena River Precinct

Objective
Provide for light industrial uses and uses that are complimentary to development within the 
Midland Redevelopment Authority (MRA) area on the northern side of Helena River, such as 
education, research and recreational uses. Uses that facilitate public access to Helena River and 
ensure the ongoing protection and enhancement of Helena River as a priority are encouraged.

Precinct Rationale
This precinct is defined by the HEA Core precinct to the south and Helena River to the 
north. Amherst Street provides a logical western boundary.

Site Characteristics
Land to the south east is low lying and forms part of the Helena River environment. 

The area to the north west is well placed to gain access to the train station to the north 
and adjacent more sensitive uses in Midland including the future university campus 
and hospital. 

The environmental sensitivities in these locations warrant more detailed site analysis 
and Local Structure Plans to be prepared prior to rezoning. 

Ground water monitoring indicates soil type and groundwater level is inappropriate for 
onsite treatment systems. 

A desktop analysis indicates that there is development potential for these sites, 
further more detailed environmental analysis is required to identify the appropriate 
regional Parks and Recreation reserve, which is to be addressed in Local Structure 
Plans.

Land Use Intent
Precinct 2A
_Light industrial uses in the event of reticulated sewer being provided
_Promotion of institutional uses relating to education, health, research and recreation

 _Provision of a road adjacent to and along the entire length of the Helena River to 
provide a high quality hard edge interface and continuous public access to the river 
reserve

Precinct 2B
 _Light industrial uses in the event reticulated sewerage is provided
 _Provision of a road interface adjacent to and along the entire length of the Helena 
River reserve

Development Requirements 
In the event reticulated sewer is provided and the precinct rezoned to facilitate 
institutional uses and/or light industrial uses (Precinct 2B), local structure plans will be 
required.

Additional investigations should include:
 _Flora and Fauna Survey
 _Wetlands and Foreshore Management Plan
 _ASS Management Plan
 _Local Water Management Strategy
 _Servicing Strategy (including connection to sewer network);
 _Securing of public access along Helena River

 _High quality built form outcomes orientated towards the river
 _An additional local road should be provided directly adjacent to Helena River. The 
Vision Plan (Figure 1) provides an indicative road solution that should be explored)

Buff ers

Surface to Ground Water

Helena River
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Figure 34. Precinct 2 - Helena River Precinct

Local road access and shared paths should be 
provided adjacent the Regional Open Space

Detailed site investigations are required to 
ensure the protection of the Helena River.

In addition to light industry, education, institutional 
and recreation uses are encouraged to compliment 
future development on the northern side of Helena 
River subject to connection to reticulated sewer

Precinct 2 - Helena River

Light industrial uses subject to connection to 
reticulated sewer
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Precinct 3 - HEA Buffer Area

Objective
Provide a buffer between the HEA Core area and the residential areas and an 
opportunity for smaller local businesses to establish that do not cause any injury or 
adversely affect the amenity of the locality.

Precinct Rationale
This precinct is defined by the HEA Core precinct to the east, Stirling Crescent to the 
north.

Site Characteristics
This precinct is relatively flat and is affected by patches of clay soils and a high water 
table to the south. 

Lots to the east will be affected by the future Lloyd Street alignment. 

Land Use Intent
This area broadly represents the 200m light industrial buffer between the General 
Industrial zone and the residential and rural residential to the west. 

Precinct 3A includes those properties gaining access to the future north south road. 
Land uses are required to be consistent with more stringent land use controls in 
accordance with a Special Use zoning (SU 13). 

The precise alignment of the future north-south road to be determined by a local 
structure plan, with the Residential Zone to  be located onthe western side of that 
alignment.

Precinct 3A

West of future north-south road
_Residential

East of future north-south road
Precinct 3A should be limited to those uses that provide an appropriate interface to the 
residential land to the west through maintaining an acceptable level of amenity. The 
following uses are listed as an example of the type and range of uses that may be 
appropriate as a transitional interface between the industrial and residential uses on 
the eastern side of the proposed north-south road reserve: 
_Education Uses
_Recreation ‘Private’
_Recreation ‘Public’
_Place of Assembly
_Place of Worship
_Lunch Bar
_Restaurant 
_Garden Centre
_Exhibition Centre
_Garden Centre
_Market
_Medical Centre
_Service Station
_Storage
Veterinary Centre
_Warehouse

Precinct 3B
_Industrial Development zoning to facilitate Light Industry zoning/uses in accordance with the 
Local Planning Scheme

Development Requirements  
 _Sewer connection is required in order to subdivide or develop lots
 _Local structure planning required to coordinate subdivision, infrastructure and 
development
 _Specified Area Rate required for Precinct 3A to coordinate funding for the construction of the 
new north-south road on the western boundary of the precinct
 _Restricted to Dry Industrial activities unless sewer connection is provided
 _Urban Water Management Plan (site-by-site basis) required as part of development 
or subdivision
 _Limit flows discharging from lots to those discussed in the District Stormwater 
Management Strategy (Appendix C)
 _Landowners to cede land and construct road connection / improvements where 
required

Buff ers

Surface to Ground Water
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Figure 35. Precinct 3 - Hea Buff er Area

Light industrial activities proposed to provide 
a 200m buff er between the core industrial 
precinct and residential uses to the west 

25m Road Reserve design to allow a 10m    
carriageway, and a 10m local native 
landscaping strip provided on the residential 
verge.  

Special Use Provisions on lots gaining access 
from new north-south road are required to 
ensure ongoing compatibility with residential 
properties opposite. 

Precinct 3 - HEA Buffer Area

Residential zoning west of proposed road 
reserve
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Precinct 4 - Hazelmere Interface

Objectives
 _To optimise highly accessible land in the north and protect the amenity in the 
Hazelmere residential area

Precinct Rationale
This precinct is defined by the existing Hazelmere residential area to the south, HEA 
and Helena River to the north.

Site Characteristics
This precinct is likely to suffer from clay soils and water management issues. 

The precinct is affected by the flood fringe of Helena River. The northern portion is also 
within 800 m from passenger rail. 

Western Power buffer limits developable land in the northern area. 

The freight rail to the north west also presents noise and vibration issues. 

Land Use Intent
Use:  Residential

Development Requirements
Precinct 4
_Zoning to ‘Residential Development’ to ensure requirement for local structure plan
_Local Structure Plan is required which includes: 

 _Servicing plan (including details of the extension of the sewer network);
 _Local Water Management Strategy
 _Contribution to road connection/improvements that should include an additional 
local road between the residential uses and Helena River, including a shared path 
for public access
 _Design Guidelines to facilitate appropriate built form and demonstrate passive 
surveillance of the Helena River
 _Rail noise and vibration impact assessment and mitigation study required
 _Structure Plan must have due regard for floodways, Western Power Easements and 
additional Recreation Reserve requirements identified in the Helena River Foreshore study

Buff ers

Surface to Ground Water
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Figure 36. Precinct 4 - Hazelmere Interface

Drainage will need to be factored into 
the detailed design of future residential 
development

Precinct 4 - Hazelmere Interface
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Precinct 5 - Hazelmere Lakes

Objective
 _To ensure the environmental and cultural integrity of the Hazelmere Lakes is 
preserved. 

Precinct Rationale
This precinct is defined by the properties adjacent to the Hazelmere Lakes and 
bounded by the rail line to the west, Hazelmere Residential area to the north , HEA 
buffer area to the East and Great Eastern Bypass to the south.

Site Characteristics
The desktop review identified some significant development constraints relative to 
Hazelmere Lakes which may effectively sterilise development potential including:

 _EPP wetlands and associated wetland buffers
 _ Aboriginal and European heritage
 _25+ ANEF contours which limits sensitive land uses such as residential 

From a regional planning perspective, it is recognised that Rural Residential may not 
constitute the highest and best use of the land. Nevertheless, this structure plan 
cannot presume development is appropriate without more detailed environmental and 
cultural investigations being completed.

Land Use Intent
Rural Residential, unless it can be demonstrated through more detailed investigations 
that another use ensures the environmental and cultural integrity of the Hazelmere 
Lakes, to the satisfaction of the Department of Environment and Conservation, 
Department of Indigenous Affairs/Heritage Council, City of Swan and Western 
Australian Planning Commission. 

Development Requirements
If the detailed investigations and discussions can demonstrate the environmental and 
cultural integrity of the Hazelmere Lakes can be assured, the development 
requirement are likely to include: 

 _Development subject to an approved Local Structure Plan
 _Secure public access and ownership of the Hazelmere Lakes including the resolution 
of ongoing management
 _Provide a Traffic Management Plan
 _Services Report which involves the extension and connection to the sewer network.
 _Local Water Management Strategy

Buff ers

Surface to Ground Water
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Detailed investigations into the 
Helena wetlands are required to 
determine adequate management 
and protection measures prior to a 
change in land use

Precinct 5 - Hazelmere Lakes
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Precinct 6 - WAC

Objective
 _To integrate WAC land use and access with the south HEA Precinct. 

Precinct Rationale
This precinct is defined by the land under the control of the WAC, bounded by the Great 
Eastern Highway Bypass to the North, Kalamunda Road to the South and WAC 
property to the East.

Site Characteristics
 _The area is severely affected by the Airport use to the south
 _The area also falls within the Perth Airports Masterplan
 _Groundwater is particularly high in this area
 _The area is already almost fully developed

Land Use Intent
General industrial / Light industrial in accordance with endorsed WAC Precinct Plan.

Development Requirements
 _City of Swan, Department of Planning, Main Roads and WAC need to secure public 
access through the WAC site as an extension of Adelaide Street or a suitable 
alternative as part of the closure of Stirling Crescent
 _Development proposals require WAC approval

Buff ers

Surface to Ground Water
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An additional access to Abernethy 
needs to be secured as part of the 
closure of Stirling Crescent. 

Precinct 6 - WAC
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Precinct 7 - HEA South

Objective
Protect large lots to strengthen the transport and logistics role of HEA.

Precinct Rationale
HEA South is defined by the WAC land to the west, Roe Highway to the east, Great 
Eastern Bypass to the north. 

The south boundary is defined by the existing casadre lots that generally abut Adelaide 
Street. This sensitive interface to the south requires specific land use controls. 

Site Characteristics
The majority of the land within Precinct 7 has an appropriate separation distance between the 
groundwater and surface to support on-site effluent disposal.
Some lots will require connection to sewer as a condition of development approval owing to 
high water tables identified 

There are a number of large lots appropriate for freight and logistics operations. 

In terms of access, the area is heavily dependent on Stirling Crescent as it is effectively land 
locked by Roe Highway and Great Eastern Highway Bypass. An additional full intersection onto 
the regional road network is required and rezoning for industrial purposes will be dependant 
upon achieving additional access

Land Use Intent
_General Industrial activities
_Dry Industrial activities until sewer is provided 
_Appropriate conservation of Bush Forever site

Development Requirements
 _Secure public access through the WAC site as an extension of Adelaide Street to a full 
intersection with Abernethy Road or a suitable alternative as a condition of rezoning for 
industrial purposes.
 _Retention of Stirling Crescent as a left-in left-out connection to Great Eastern Highway Bypass 
or an alternative to be sought
 _Connect to sewer when available
 _ATU or Nutrient Retentive Effluent Disposal Systems acceptable in interim where the water 
table level permits
 _Restricted to ‘Dry Industrial activities and no subdivision unless connected to sewer
 _Limit flows discharging from lots to those discussed in the District Stormwater 
Management Strategy (Appendix C)
 _Urban Water Management Plans on a site by site basis

Buff ers

Surface to Ground Water
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Figure 39. Precinct 7 - HEA South

Drainage is an issue that will need 
to be resolved as part of any future 
subdivision and/or development

Precinct 7 - HEA South

Rezoning of Precinct 7 subject 
to securing access and a full 
intersection at Abernethy 
Road and Adelaide Street or a 
suitable alternative
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Precinct 8 - HEA South Buffer

Objective
Protect the amenity of the residential area to the south and encourage the segregation 
of residential and industrial traffic. 

Precinct Rationale
HEA South Buffer Precinct is bounded by WAC land to the west, residential uses to the 
south and Roe Highway to the east. 

Site Characteristics
Ground water modelling has identified issues with supporting onsite effluent disposal 
in the northern portion of the area. The area to the south has a higher ground level because its 
a former tip site that needs remediation. 

In terms of access, the area is heavily dependent on Stirling Crescent as it is effectively land 
locked by Roe Highway and Great Eastern Highway Bypass. An additional full intersection onto 
the regional road network is required and rezoning will be dependant upon achieving 
additional access

There is residential to the south of this area and specific land use controls are required 
to minimise land use and traffic impacts. 

Land Use Intent
Composite residential / light industrial lots and light industrial activities.

The configuration of composite lots in this precinct would involve residential facing the 
existing High Wycombe residential area and light industrial to the rear of the lots. Each 
composite lot would be sold as one title and encompass a residential house at the 
front (southern portion) and light industrial land use at the rear. This will also enable 
the segregation of residential and industrial traffic through an industrial service road 
at the rear of the lot.

A Special Use zoning under the Local Scheme will be required to facilitate structure 
planning and appropriate land use provisions relating to controls over land use and lot 
dimensions.

Development Requirements
 _Development subject to an approved Local Structure Plan 
 _Secure public access through the WAC site as an extension of Adelaide Street to a full 
intersection with Abernethy Road or a suitable alternative as a condition of rezoning 

 _Local Structure Plan to address lot dimensions of composite lots and shall ensure 
uses are limited to light industrial uses that do not have an adverse impact on the amenity 
of the residential lots
 _Creation of a subdivisional road along the boundary with Precinct 7

 _Local Water Management Strategy
 _Servicing Strategy (including connection to reticulated sewer)
 _Contribution to road connection / improvements. No industrial traffic is to gain acess to 
Stirling Crescent south of Adelaide Street
 _Remediation of Contaminated Site
 _Composite lots which are lots that have residential buildings occupying the first 35 m 
depth of the lot orientated to Adelaide Street and light industrial activities (and 
access) to an additional internal road to north
 _A 10m landscaping strip may also be appropriate, provided access is still available to the 
north of the site. Landscape Management Plan is required

 _Industrial traffic contained within the adjacent industrial area to the north

Buff ers

Surface to Ground Water
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Figure 40. Precinct 8 - HEA South Buff er

Precinct 8 - HEA South Buffer
Composite residential/industrial lots 
to provide a residential interface at the 
southern boundary with light industrial 
uses located at the rear of lots to the north

Rezoning of Precinct 8 subject 
to securing access and a full 
intersection at Abernethy 
Road and Adelaide Street or a 
suitable alternative
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Precinct 9 - Bushmead

Objective
Provide suitable urban development for which the detailed land uses will be determined 
through local structure plans, whilst protecting the integrity of Bush Forever sites.

Precinct Rationale
Comprises the land east of the Roe Highway. Structure plans that take into account 
future development for both Precincts 9A and 9B are required as part of any future 
development.

The precinct has a number of constraints which limit development, including:
 _Significant cost to bring Maida Vale sewer forward in Water Corporation’s headworks 
plans
 _Limited access to north and south due to restricted access onto Roe Highway;
 _An existing poultry farm and its associated buffer
 _Caravan park that is under consideration for expansion to the south
 _Kadina Brook
 _Bush Forever sites 481 and 213
 _Western Power 330kv powerlines and easement

Site Characteristics 
 _The ground water is well below the surface in this area;
 _A poultry farm and buffer exists centrally in the Precinct;
 _Substantial areas of remnant bushland identified in Bush Forever;
 _330kv power lines traversing part of Precinct 9A; and
 _Kadina Brook traversing Precinct 9B.

Land Use Intent
Precinct 9A

 _Potential for industrial/commercial uses and/or residential uses to be identified through the 
local structure planning process and dependent upon suitability within constraints and 
surrounding land uses;
 _Conservation of Bush Forever sites;
 _A Special Use Zone under the local planning scheme will be required to facilitate structure 
planning and determine appropriate land uses and land use provisions.

Precinct9B
-Potential for residential and some non-residential uses to be identified through the local 
structure planning process and dependent on suitability within constraints and surrounding 
land uses;
Conservation of Bush Forever sites;
A Special Uze zone under the  local planning scheme will be required to facilitate structure 
planning and determine appropriate land uses and land use provisions
Development Requirements

 _Local structure plans for Precinct 9A and 9B required. Structure plans are to consider 
development on both Precinct 9A and Precinct 9B;
 _Local structure plans to address, but not limited to:
 _Traffic impact assessment and traffic management plan;

 _Local water management strategy;
 _Protection of Aboriginal heritage;
 _Poultry farm buffer assessment;
 _Protection of Kadina Brook; and
 _Protection of Carnaby’s Black Cockatoo habitat.
 _Servicing strategy (including waste water disposal)

 _Subdivision and development subject to connection to reticulated sewer;
 _Midland Road and intersections to be upgraded to an appropriate standard identified in the 
Traffic Impact Assessment and Traffic Management Plan;
 _Limit flows discharging from lots to those discussed in the District Stormwater Management 
Strategy (Appendix C)

Buff ers

Surface to Ground Water
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Figure 41. Precinct 9 - Bushmead

Precinct 9 - Bushmead
Precise extent of Special Use Zone to be 
determined through Concurrent Scheme 
amendment/structure plan process to 
take into account Bush Forever Site

Detailed investigations required to deter-
mine suitability of precise land uses, to 
include traffi  c impact assessment

Land use to be determined through structure 
planning which may include residential and/or 
light industrial uses dependent upon identifi ed 
suitability

Area subject to separate MRS and LPS amendment

LPS Special use zone to be applied to area not required 
as Regional Reserve Parks and Recreation or for other 
purposes under MRS
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09 Implementation

The following steps need to be undertaken, to enable this structure plan to take effect.

1. Adoption of this Structure Plan by the City of Swan and endorsed by the Western 
Australian Planning Commission

2. Initiate amendments to the Metropolitan Region Scheme.
3. Initiate amendments to the City of Swan Local Planning Scheme No.17.
4. More detailed investigations completed by landowners prepared in conjunction 

with more detailed Local Structure Plans.
5. Access to Abernethy Road via Adelaide Street to be secured by to rezoning of Precincts 7 

and 8

Metropolitan Region Scheme

Figure 43 represents the recommended amendments to the Metropolitan Region 
Scheme. It should be noted that the MRS represents the broader mechanism for land 
use control, with the local planning scheme providing more detailed controls to 
facilitate appropriate light industrial activities in sensitive interface areas.

Lloyd Street 
Lloyd Street Planning Control Area is proposed to become an ‘Other Regional Road’ under the 
MRS. (1) This will secure its alignment and provide the basis for land acquisition.

HEA Buffer Area
The Industrial zone is proposed to be expanded towards the western boundary in addition to 
an additional strip of residential land at the interface. 

Precinct 1 HEA CORE
-Rezoning from ‘Rural’ to ‘Industrial’ under MRS (2)

Precinct 2 HELENA RIVER PRECINCT
 _Rezoning from ‘Rural’ to ‘Urban’ under the MRS (3)
 _

Precinct 3 HEA BUFFER AREA
 _Rezoning from ’Rural’ and ‘Industrial’ to ‘Urban’ under MRS (2) and (4)
 _

Precinct 4 HAZELMERE INTERFACE
 _Rezoning from ‘Rural’ to ‘Urban’ under MRS (2)
 _

Precinct 5 HAZELMERE LAKES
 _No zoning changes proposed
 _

Precinct 6 WAC
 _No zoning changes proposed
 _
 _Precinct 7 HEA SOUTH
 _Rezoning from ‘Rural’ to ‘Industrial’ under MRS (2)
 _
 _Precinct 8 HEA SOUTH BUFFER
 _Rezoning from ‘Rural’ to ‘Urban’ under MRS (3)
 _

Precinct 9 BUSHMEAD
 _Rezoning of Precinct 9A from ‘Rural’ to ‘Urban’ under the MRS (3)
 _Reclassification of Precinct 9B from Public Purposes reserve to Urban zone and Parks and 
Recreation reserve under MRS

 _
 _
 _
 _

Figure 42. Existing MRS

Figure 43. Potential changes to the MRS

From Public Purposes 

Reserve to Urban zone 

and Parks and Recreation 

Reserve
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Local Planning Scheme No.17

Figure 45 illustrates the amendments required to the City of Swan Local Planning Scheme 
No.17 (LPS No.17) to secure the district framework. The amendments are described further 
below.

Definition of Dry Industry
Add definition to LPS No.17 scheme text

Precinct 1 HEA CORE
 _Rezoning from ‘Industrial Development’ to ‘General Industry’ under Local Planning 
Scheme
 _Restricted Use zoning relating to use of the land for dry industrial activities only, until 
such time sewer is provided
 _Adjustment of north-west boundary

Precinct 2 HELENA RIVER PRECINCT
 _Rezoning of Precinct 2A from ‘General Rural’ to ‘Special Use zone to facilitate a range of light 
industrial and/or institutional uses
 _Rezoning of Precinct 2B from ‘General Rural’ to Special Use zone to facilitate light industrial 
development’

Precinct 3 HEA BUFFER AREA
 _Rezoning of Precinct 3A from ‘Industrial Development’ and ‘Rural Residential’ to ‘Special Use 
zone under LPS 17
 _Rezoning of Precinct 3B from  ‘Rural Residential’ to ‘Industrial Development’ zone to facilitate 
light industrial development

Precinct 4 HAZELMERE INTERFACE
 _Rezoning from ‘General Rural’ to ‘Residential Development’ under LPS 17

Precinct 5 HAZELMERE LAKES
 _No zoning changes proposed

Precinct 6 WAC
 _No zoning changes proposed

Precinct 7 HEA SOUTH
 _Rezoning from ‘General Rural’ to ‘General Industrial’ under LPS 17
 _Restricted Use zoning relating to use of the land for dry industrial activities only, until 
such time sewer is provided 

Precinct 8 HEA SOUTH BUFFER
 _Rezoning from ‘Rural’ to ‘Special Use zone under LPS 17 to facilitate structure planning and 
composite lot provisions

Precinct 9 BUSHMEAD
 _Rezoning of Precinct 9A from ‘General Rural’ to ‘Special Use’ zone under LPS 17
 _Reclassification of Precinct 9B from Public Purposes reserve to Special Use zone under LPS 17

Bushmead Road
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Figure 45. Proposed changes to LPS No.17
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Development Costs

The following strategies for the equitable distribution of infrastructure costs will be 
pursued for the Hazelmere structure plan area:

1. Extension of the Specified Area Rate boundary, whereby the City collects additional 
rates to fund the upgrading of  infrastructure over time

2. Pursue a guided development contribution scheme for specific areas as part of local 
structure planning, whereby it is favourable to do so over a Specified Area Rate.Generally 
minimise the need for coordinated infrastructure where possible (such as stormwater 
drainage and facilitating staged sewer extension by landowners) 

In certain instances the upgrading of infrastructure (including roads, sewer etc) will 
also be required to be completed by private land owners as part of future subdivision 
and development applications. 

Specified Area Rates

A Specified Area Rate already exists within the structure plan area and applies to the majority 
of the core industrial precinct (Precinct 1). It is proposed to extend this Specified Area Rate to 
cover the whole of Precinct 1 and other precincts as appropriate, to ensure costs associated 
with the delivery of infrastructure, are equitably distribution across the structure plan area.

Development Contribution Scheme

Introducing a Developer Contributions Scheme or a new Guided Development Scheme 
will be further pursued as part of local structure planning and may be an appropriate 
mechanism to deal with infrastructure issues, such as drainage and perhaps even local roads, 
for future residential areas in certain precincts. 

Recommendations

1. That the HEA Structure Plan be utilised by the Western Australian Planning Commission, 
Environmental Protection Authority, other State Government agencies and the City of 
Swan as the guiding document for planning and environmental approvals within the 
Hazelmere Enterprise Area. 

2. Initiate the preparation of documentation to amend the Metropolitan Region 
Scheme to remove areas of inconsistency between the HEA Structure Plan and the 
MRS.

3. Initiate the preparation of documentation to amend the Local Planning Scheme 
No.17 to facilitate implementation of the HEA Structure Plan.

4. That the Western Australian Planning Commission in conjunction with City of Swan 
progress negotiations with landowners and other authorities regarding the 
acquisition and construction of important regional infrastructure, such as Lloyd 
Street.
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i  Appendix A
Transport and Civil Planning Report 
(Exec Summary)
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i  Appendix A
Transport and Civil Planning Report





Note: This appendices contains the executive sumary only. To view the full report, please contact the City of Swan.
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ii  Appendix B
Environmental Assessment Report 
(Exec Summary)
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Environmental Assessment Report
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iv  Appendix D
Foreshore Reservation Study (Exec Summary)
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iii  Appendix C
District Stormwater Management Strategy 
(Exec Summary)

Note: This appendices contains the executive sumary only. To view the full report, please contact the City of Swan.
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iv  Appendix D
Foreshore Reservation Study
(Exec Summary)

 Note: This appendices contains the executive summary only. To view the full report, please contact the City of Swan.
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iv  Appendix D
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